io8 A SHORT HISTORY OF THE BRITISH ARMY
Then a series of brilliant successes crowned the exemplary
co-operation of army and fleet and the skill and energy of both
commanders. A landing was effected at three points on the
coast of Martinique, the enemy's defence rapidly overrun, a
junction of the British columns effected before Fort Royal, the
capital and main centre of resistance, and its surrender secured
after a campaign of less than seven weeks. St. Lucia was next
taken by somewhat similar methods, and the island of Guade-
loupe was next assailed. This being divided into two distinct
portions, Grande Terre on the east and Guadeloupe proper on
the west, proved a harder nut to crack—not too hard, however,
for Grey and his gallant troops. He was to find it more difficult,
however, to retain the conquests of his brilliant little three
months' campaign, in face of strong French reinforcements
which the British Government had failed to prevent crossing
the Atlantic—a task rendered none the easier by his orders to
send all his surplus troops to San Domingo. The French, in
fact, recovered Grande Terre, beat off a British counter-attack
with heavy loss, closely invested the British garrison and finally
forced it to capitulate, largely owing to the fact that its strength
had been reduced by yellow fever from 1800 to 125 men.
This new army, more formidable than any human foe, had taken
the field against the British, and was in the next few years to
prove the real conqueror in the West Indian campaign.
Similar promising but deceptive successes had also been
gained in the leeward sphere, where a small British force of
S
>o men from Jamaica under Whitelocke landed on San
omingo with the ostensible object of taking peaceful possession
of the island, which had been handed over by treaty by the
white population, lest worse should befall them at the hands of
the revolted black slaves. The latter, who had been proclaimed
free men by the doctrinaire Government of Paris, retired into
the mountains ; the mulattos, or half-castes, unable to get the
British to confirm them in their liberties long enjoyed under
French rule, held sullenly aloof, and the whites proved them-
selves, with few exceptions, greedy, corrupt and incompetent.
Consequently, as soon as the tiny British force was well dispersed
in an attempt to occupy all the important towns, the blacks
commenced a series of fierce surprise attacks on their posts.
The situation grew rapidly more critical, and remained so even
after the arrival of 1600 reinforcements under Whyte, from
. Grey's force to windward. The local corps, which were now
raised in considerable numbers to supply the pressing need for
troops, exasperated the inhabitants by plundering and outrage,
and in some places the mulattos broke into rebellion ; and
meanwhile, the fever was taking its toll of the scanty British

